The "STAR"

Dance Folio No. 4

Arranged from the Most Popular Successes of the Season

CONTENTS

Navajo                MEDLEY TWO-STEP
Sweetest Girl In Dixie MEDLEY TWO-STEP
Dear Sing Sing        MEDLEY WALTZ
Cordelia Malone       MEDLEY WALTZ
Bedelia               MEDLEY TWO-STEP
He Was a Sailor       MEDLEY TWO-STEP
Bon Ton Lanciers      MEDLEY SCHOTTISCH
Seminoke              MEDLEY TWO-STEP
Tippecanoe            MEDLEY SCHOTTISCH
The Man Behind        MEDLEY WALTZ
Daisy Donohue         MEDLEY MARCH
Follow the Merry Crowd MEDLEY MARCH
I Am Longing For My Old Kentucky Home MEDLEY SCHOTTISCH
I Was The Dutch        MEDLEY MARCH
In Cincinnati          MEDLEY MARCH
In Zanzibar            MEDLEY TWO-STEP
Bella                 MEDLEY TWO-STEP
Take Me Back to my Louisiana Home MEDLEY WALTZ
If I Were Only You     MEDLEY WALTZ
There's a Chicken Dinner Waitin' Home for Me MEDLEY POLKA
Dis-Poz-Zes Means Move MEDLEY WALTZ
Johnny, The Moon, The Coon and The Little Octoone MEDLEY WALTZ
Stories Adam Told to Eve MEDLEY WALTZ
Under a Panama         MEDLEY TWO-STEP
Down On The Brandywine MEDLEY TWO-STEP
That's How I Love You Name MEDLEY WALTZ
Johnny, I'll Take You   MEDLEY TWO-STEP
Good-bye, Fedora       MEDLEY TWO-STEP
Alone With Thoughts of You MEDLEY SCHOTTISCH
Say You Forgive        MEDLEY WALTZ
My Hula Lula Girl      MEDLEY SCHOTTISCH
Zono, My Congo Queen   MEDLEY WALTZ
Under a Polar Star     MEDLEY WALTZ
Just a Little Ever-Loving Girl MEDLEY WALTZ
I Could Be Happy With Either One MEDLEY WALTZ
Lena                   MEDLEY MARCH
The Military Man       MEDLEY MARCH
Nancy Lee              MEDLEY MARCH
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Follow The Merry Crowd.
Introducing: "I Am Longing For My Old Kentucky Home."
Medley Waltz.

Arranged by Lee Orean Smith.
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